SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
«CURRENT ISSUES OF AVIATION MEDICINE »
DEDICATED TO THE 110TH ANNIVERSARY OF AVIATION MEDICINE IN RUSSIA

31 OCTOBER – 03 NOVEMBER 2019 | MOSCOW

SHEREMETYEVO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SVO)
RADISSON BLU HOTEL
WWW.AVAM-AVIA.RU
DEAR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES!

AVIATION MEDICINE DOCTORS ASSOCIATION (AMDA) INVITE YOU TO TAKE PART IN THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL AMDA CONGRESS ON 31 OCTOBER – 03 NOVEMBER, 2019

The congress is held under the support of Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation and the Federal Air Transport Agency. The main site is Sheremetyevo International Airport (SVO).

The Congress will be attended by the representatives of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, the Federal Service for Supervision of Consumer Rights Protection and Human Well-Being, the Federal Service for supervision of transport.

The Congress is dedicated to the 110th Anniversary of Aviation medicine in Russia

Apart from the general agenda, the Congress is also the site for ESAM Executive Committee (EC), ESAM Advisory Board (AB), AMDA Presidium meetings and those of aeromedical experts from CIS countries.

The event will receive considerable profile media coverage.

The Congress is included into the system of continuing medical education (CME) in «Aviation and space medicine» in accordance with the requirements of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation.

Participants of the Congress will receive certificates and CME credits as well as the credits of International Educational system of ESAM-EASA in Aerospace Medicine.

By request participants can receive visa support.

WWW.AVAM-AVIA.RU
EVENT BRIEF

DATES: 31 OCTOBER – 03 NOVEMBER 2019
VENUE: RADISSION BLU HOTEL, SHEREMETYEVO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SVO), MOSCOW, RUSSIA

https://www.radissonblu.com/ru/hotel-sheremetyevo-moscow/

ORGANIZER: AVIATION MEDICINE DOCTORS ASSOCIATION (AMDA)
http://avam-avia.ru/

UNDER SUPPORT OF: MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION AND THE FEDERAL AIR TRANSPORT AGENCY.

WITH PARTICIPATION OF: EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE (ESAM)
http://www.esam.aero/

Audience: aerospace medicine practitioners, chiefs and members of flight expert medical commissions (including Central Flight Expert Medical Commission), airline medical practitioners, medical practitioners of civil aviation institutions (therapists, cardiologists, ophthalmologists, neurologists, psychologists, otolaryngologists, surgeons, specialists in the field of functional and laboratory diagnostics) from over 20 countries, including the Russian Federation, CIS countries, Europe etc.

Number of participants: 300

Registration fee: 3000 RUB; AMDA members – 1500 RUB

The Congress Program includes lectures, plenary and section sessions, contest for young scientists, working groups, poster presentation sessions and reports on clinical cases. There will be technical tours of the Central Clinical Hospital of Civil Aviation as well as aerospace medical centres provided. The main events of the Congress will be accompanied with simultaneous translation (Russian-English)

www.avam-avia.ru
REGISTRATION FEE PAYMENT

Payment details:

Recipient:
Aviation Medicine Doctors Association (Ассоциация врачей авиационной медицины)
Legal details: 7, Ivankoskoye Shosse, Moscow, 125367, Russia
Tel/fax + 7 (495) 490-03-91
INN/KPP 7733311810/773301001
OGRN 1167700076576
Current account 40703810800000000415
Corresponding account 30101810200000000700
BIC 044525700
Raiffeisenbank, JSC, Moscow

Reference:
Registration fee for participation in International Congress 2019
(participant's full name)

THERE IS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE FEES AND PAYMENT ON
WWW.AVAM-AVIA.RU
1. MEDICAL ASSESSMENT, FITNESS EVALUATION AND CERTIFICATION OF CIVIL AVIATION PERSONNEL AT THE CURRENT STAGE.

1.1. Harmonization of regulations on medical assessment, fitness evaluation and certification in Russia with the global standards and aligning to the principles of equal rights, rationality and economic efficiency for all operators (ICAO Convention on International Civil Aviation).

1.2. Fitness criteria, methods of monitoring and health assessment of flight attendants. Optimization of approaches to medical assessment taking into account periodic medical check-ups in accordance with the regulations assigned by the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation.

1.3. Clinical aspects of medical assessment, fitness evaluation and licensing of aviation personnel: medical examination protocols and fitness-to-fly criteria applied to flight crew members of civil aircrafts.

1.4. Treatment and rehabilitation of civil aviation personnel in conditions affecting flight safety. Reinstatement to operations and traffic control after treatment and rehabilitation.

1.5. Issues of training aeromedical practitioners and medical assessment experts.

2. MEDICAL PROVISION ON CIVIL AIRCRAFTS. IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

2.1. Medical assistance for passengers on-board when being consulted by remoted medical experts. Peculiarities, problems, solutions

2.2. Features of first medical aid on-board provided by a volunteer specialist (from passengers). Technical and legal issues.

2.3. Medications provision on civil aviation aircrafts

2.4. Information programs for passengers on health promotion measures on-board.

2.5. Medical provision units at airports. Functioning, equipment, procedures, issues of medical service quality


You may apply to organize a separate workshop, symposium or section session within the frames of the Congress on www.avam-avia.ru or e-mail congress2019@avam-avia.ru

ATTENTION! APPLICATIONS FOR ON-SITE EVENTS ARE TO BE SUBMITTED BEFORE 15/07/2019!

www.avam-avia.ru All the applications will be reviewed by AMDA experts. The organizing Committee may decline an application or suggest changing or combining it with different application if the topics coincide.
REPORTS AND ABSTRACTS

Forms of participation in the Congress:
• Presentation (report)
• Poster presentation
• Publication of an abstract in AMDA resources
• Contest for young scientists

Application requirements (panel report, poster report or abstract):
• full name,
• degree (if any),
• organization, position,
• contact details,
• form of participation: panel report, poster report, abstract publication,
• topic of a report,
• report and/or abstract in doc., docx., rtf. or pdf.

Applications for participation are to be submitted via e-mail: congress2019@avam-avia.ru

ATTENTION! ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS 15/07/2019!

All abstracts received later the mentioned above date will not be considered.

Accepted abstracts will be typeset from the text submitted by the author without copy editing changes.

Abstract publication is free.

WWW.AVAM-AVIA.RU
CONTEST FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS

Research works for the contest are to be in the field of «Aerospace medicine» or «Aviation psychology».
The age limit for the participants is 35 years old on the date when applied for the contest.
One applicant (author or team of authors) is allowed to present only one work to be considered for the contest.

Applications for participation to be first reviewed by experts need to be sent to konkurs2019@avam-avia.ru not later than 15/07/2019.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED AFTER 15/07/2019 WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED!

Application requirements:
• Contest work is an article not less than 6 pages (Times New Roman, 14, line spacing 1,5 without reference list);
• Author’s details (full name, organization, area of scientific interest, address, contact phone number, e-mail address) Reference from the organization (scanned copy);
• Reference from the academic adviser (scanned copy).

The works of the participants who passed the preliminary expert review will be presented in poster reports session.

Successful finalists will be invited to give a report during the Congress Scientific Program. The winners will receive awards and AMDA diplomas. The first winner will receive a grant for participation in ESAM Scientific Conference, 2020 in Paris.

WWW.AVAM-AVIA.RU
Partners and sponsors of the Congress can take part in Congress events, hold a technical workshop, organize a specialized exhibition of their products and post their advertising information in the official proceedings of the Congress.

Applications are accepted at congress2019@avam-avia.ru

Partnership can be established with medicine manufactures and medical and diagnostic organizations, medical equipment and technology suppliers as well as aviation medicine organizations and profile media...

Additional information is available on the web-site www.avam-avia.ru

Non-profit public organization
Aviation Medicine Doctors Association

Address: 7, Ivankovskoye Shosse, Moscow, 125367, Russia
Tel/fax + 7 (495) 490-03-91

Congress Organizing Committee: congress2019@avam-avia.ru

Secretary of the Association: info@avam-avia.ru